FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT ON COLLABORATION

(the “Agreement”)

BETWEEN

UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL,
By and through its Faculty of Medicine,
A legal person duly constituted,
Located at 2900 Édouard-Montpetit Blvd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3T 1J4,
Herein represented by Vice-Rector of International Affairs and Francophonie, Guy Lefebvre,
and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Hélène Boisjoly,

AND

PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATÓLICA DE CHILE,
By and through its Medical School,
A public/private non-profit educational institution,
Located at Avenida Libertador Bernardo O’Higgins 340, Santiago, Chile,
Represented by the Rector, Ignacio Sánchez Díaz,

Individually or jointly referred to as the “PARTY” or the “PARTIES.”

PREAMBLE

WHEREAS the Parties share common interests and objectives in the academic and cultural fields;

WHEREAS the Parties are academic institutions whose mission, mandate and objectives require establishing channels of communication for the purpose of exchanging scientific and cultural knowledge;

THE PARTIES HAVE DECIDED TO ESTABLISH FORMAL TIES, FOUNDED ON THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES, AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1

The purpose of the Agreement is to establish a partnership between the Université de Montréal and Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (“PUC”) for the purpose of receiving, by the Faculty of Medicine of Université de Montréal and by Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, students from their respective institutions for clinical clerkship rotations.
Article 2

PUC undertakes to receive a maximum of four (4) students enrolled in the undergraduate medical education program of the Université de Montréal for clerkship rotations during the periods specified in section 2 of Appendix A. These students will do their clerkship rotation in the hospital services affiliated with PUC's Clinical Hospital.

Article 3

The Université de Montréal undertakes to receive a maximum of two (2) students from PUC for clerkship rotations during the periods specified in section 1 of Appendix A. These students will do their rotation in the clinical services of the institutions of the Quebec health and social services network affiliated with the Université de Montréal.

Article 4

The clinical clerkship rotations for the students from one Party ("Home Institution") will be organized and coordinated at the international level by officials of the Party that receives the students ("Host Institution").

Article 5

The Parties will come to a mutual agreement concerning the equivalence between the rotations in their respective programs and concerning the grading by the Host Institution of the rotations successfully completed by the students from the Home Institution.

Article 6

Each party will select, from among its students, those who will be authorized to do a rotation with the other Party based on its own selection criteria. The Host Institution will make the final decision as to whether or not the selected students will be accepted.

Article 7

The Parties will jointly draw up a list of the types of rotations that will be offered to students based on their respective official catalogue. This list may be reviewed annually.

Article 8

The Home Institution will forward to the Host Institution, on the agreed upon dates, a file for each of its students selected for a rotation, which will include the documents listed in Appendix A.

Article 9

The Host Institution will not charge tuition fees to the students of the other Party, who undertake to pay their regular tuition fees to their Home Institution.

Article 10

The Host Institution undertakes to provide a suitable welcome and orientation to the students whom it receives on rotation, to designate an academic coordinator for them in order to facilitate their integration into their program of studies, and to provide them with the necessary information to find housing.
Article 11

Each party undertakes to inform its students of the content of the Agreement by appropriate information channels.

Article 12

This Agreement shall come into effect, for a period of (5) five years, from the date of its last signature. At the end of this period, the Agreement will be automatically renewed for the same period. However, each Party may propose to the other, with (6) six months’ written notice, to amend or terminate the Agreement.

Amendments to this Agreement may be made at any time, and only when agreed upon by both Parties. Any amendments shall be made in writing, signed by both Parties, and added to this Agreement as appendices.

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as conferring rights to use in advertising, publicity or otherwise the name of the Parties or any of their logos, trademarks or similar without prior written approval.

Despite any other clause in this Agreement, neither Party will be liable to the other Party for any breach by it of this Agreement or for the actions of an exchange student.

The Parties agree that any differences that may arise either directly or indirectly between them under this Agreement shall be settled amicably between the Parties.
APPENDIX A

Section 1

PROTOCOL GOVERNING THE EXCHANGE OF STUDENTS ON CLERKSHIP

ROTATIONS AT THE UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL

FACULTY OF MEDICINE

Type of exchange

The rotations offered by the Université de Montréal under the terms of this Agreement are clinical clerkship rotations.

Equivalence

All students must request a rotation at a level equivalent to their level in their academic program in their Home Institution, i.e.:

Clinical elective 1 (PUC) = clerk 1 (UdeM)
Clinical elective 2 (PUC) = clerk 2 (UdeM)

Students must have completed 12 weeks of rotation in their Home Institution before their arrival in Quebec.

Rotation schedules and periods

Rotation periods: From September to November and from January to August

Duration: 4 weeks

Students must arrive in Montreal a few days before the beginning of the rotation to settle in, familiarize themselves with the city and meet with the international rotation coordinator of the Faculty of Medicine. The rotation includes at least 20 full days per one-month rotation period. A rotation day lasts at least seven hours, but can be up to 12 hours in certain specialties, in addition to call, which may be mandatory. Students must devote their full energy and attention to their rotation and no absences will be tolerated, unless approved by the rotation supervisor concerned, at his/her sole discretion.

Documents to accompany application

- Participation form signed by the international rotation coordinator of the Home Institution and the student;
- Transcript of marks for all the years of university studies;
- Copy of passport;
- Curriculum vitae;
- Personal letter containing the list of the rotations requested. Indicate six choices of specialties from the list presented by the Host Institution in order of priority (three specialties will be granted based on the requests and the places available);
- Medical certificate of vaccination.
Submission of files

The international rotation coordinator of the Home Institution is asked to forward the files to the Université de Montréal at least five or six months before the beginning of the rotation. After analysis of the file, a confirmation of acceptance will be sent to the student so that the student can complete the rest of the process.

Electronic files are accepted. No applications submitted directly by students will be accepted. All applications must be submitted by officials of the Home Institution.

The Home Institutions must ensure that each of their students has discharged the following obligations before leaving to begin their rotation in Quebec:

a) Have successfully completed the activities required by their program of studies;

b) Obtain and forward within the prescribed timeframes the documents required by the country of the Host Institution;

c) Register as a regular full-time student and pay the required tuition fees to their Home Institution.

The Home Institution must inform the students in writing that they must comply with the following requirements during the rotation:

a) Comply with the regulations of the Host Institution;

b) Cover their own living expenses and expenses for transportation, educational materials and insurance (medical/hospitalization, personal property, civil liability, automobile, etc.);

c) Arrange to have their official transcript of marks forwarded to the Home Institution and pay any related expenses, if applicable.

Registration with the Collège des médecins du Québec

All students, regardless of their Home Institution, whether based in Quebec or elsewhere, must be registered with the Collège des médecins du Québec in order to have the right to do their rotation. The application for registration with the Collège des médecins is submitted electronically. Following the assignment of the rotations by the Université de Montréal Faculty of Medicine, the Collège des médecins will send an e-mail to the students who have applied to do rotations explaining the procedure for electronic submission of their application. The registration fees of the Collège des médecins are payable by credit card only. The fees are currently Can$110, but this amount may change. Students must obtain their registration before their departure from Chile and print out a copy of the written confirmation of registration so that they can present it to the immigration officers upon their arrival in Canada, if required. Any students who fail to obtain their registration before their arrival in Canada will not be authorized to do any rotations whatsoever in Quebec and could even be denied entry into Canada.

Immigration formalities

The rotations done in Canada by foreigners are strictly regulated by the authorities. It is therefore essential that each student strictly follow the recommendations below.

The regulations state that it is mandatory to hold a work permit in order to do a rotation in Canada.

However, health care students are eligible for an exemption from this requirement if they meet certain conditions set out in the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations (section 186 (p)), which can be consulted at
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/work/apply-who-nopermit.asp. The rotations concerned by this Agreement are eligible for the exemption under section 186 (p), but in order to take advantage of this exemption, students must undergo a mandatory medical exam required by Immigration Canada in accordance with the procedure described at http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/information/medical/medexams-temp.asp. The time required for administrative processing of this part of the immigration file is lengthy (at least three months). Students must begin this process as soon as they receive the acceptance letter from the Faculty of Medicine. If they have not obtained the immigration medical exam certificate required at the time of their arrival in Canada, they could be denied entry into Canada and their rotation could be cancelled.

All students are advised to have in their possession, upon arrival in Canada, in addition to any other documents required, a copy of the acceptance letter from the Université de Montréal, a copy of section 186 of the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, as well as a copy of the immigration medical exam certificate, in order to avoid any problems with the immigration officers concerning the work permit requirement.

Students must inform the international rotation coordinator of the Faculty of Medicine in writing, as soon as possible, of the date of their arrival in Montreal so that their welcome and orientation can be arranged.

Housing in Montreal

Finding housing and paying the related expenses are the exclusive responsibility of the student.

Students who wish to live in a university residence must submit an application to the Université de Montréal student housing services as quickly as possible since the number of places in residence is limited.

It is also possible to rent a room in an apartment shared with other students (shared accommodation) or in a private house. Several personal advertising websites post rooms/apartments for rent or apartment sharing offers, like the Kiiti website. If possible, the international rotation coordinator will also provide students with a list of rooms and apartments for rent.

Insurance

All students are required to obtain health, repatriation, and medical student professional liability (malpractice) insurances. Proof of insurance must be sent to UdeM prior to the clinical clerkship.

Approximate budget for certain expenses of students in Montreal

This estimated budget includes only the strict minimum and is valid for 2018 only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Estimated cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Starting at $450 a month in residence, for a room or for shared accommodation. Private apartments are much more expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Starting at $400 a month, if students do their own cooking. If students eat at restaurants, this is much more expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transportation</td>
<td>Monthly transit pass: $83 at the regular rate or $49.75 at the reduced rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration with the Collège des</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Check with the rotation coordinator to find out the procedure for obtaining the reduced rate.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>médecin du Québec</th>
<th>The cost depends on the physician accredited in Chile. For the list of physicians, see the Citizenship and Immigration Canada website: <a href="http://www.cic.gc.ca/pp-md/pp-list.aspx">http://www.cic.gc.ca/pp-md/pp-list.aspx</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Expenses related to the immigration medical exam | For Information, contact

Pascal Barrette
Rotation Coordinator
pascal.barrette@umontreal.ca
514 343-6111, ext. 0787
APPENDIX A

Section 2

PROTOCOL GOVERNING THE EXCHANGE OF STUDENTS ON CLERKSHIP

ROTATIONS AT PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATÓLICA DE CHILE

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Type of exchange

The rotations offered under the terms of this Agreement are clinical clerkship rotations. Applicants must have a level equivalent to:

Clinical elective 1 (PUC) = clerk 1 (UdeM)
Clinical elective 2 (PUC) = clerk 2 (UdeM)

Rotation schedules and periods

Duration: 4 - 8 weeks

Period: Year Round, however students can not begin or end a rotation the month of February due to administrative closures.

Students must do full days of rotation (20 full days per one-month rotation period). It should be noted that the rotations at PUC are full-time, Monday through Friday. Students are expected to devote their full energy and attention to their rotations and unjustified absences will not be tolerated.

Documents to accompany application

- Online Application Form.
- Letter of request from the applicant (in Spanish), indicating the desired specialty and dates of the rotation.
- Nomination letter (in English, according to the format indicated by PUC)
- Curriculum vitae (in Spanish).
- Official transcript of records.
- Certificate of enrollment.
- Certificate of Spanish Language Proficiency (B2 or higher).
- 1 color passport-sized photo.
- Copy of Valid Passport.
- Immunization Form.

Submission of files

In order to facilitate the process, each student may upload the required documents through the Online Platform only in the application periods detailed below. After the completion and uploading process of documents, each student will be given a Dropbox folder for official document backup and to share any complementary documents, if requested. After analysis of the application, PUC will confirm the acceptance of the student(s) and will contact each student, copying the
international rotation coordinator.

Application Dates

In order to facilitate the application process, PUC has divided the academic year into two terms. The student may begin their rotation in any of the month comprised within each term, but must apply only in the timeframes indicated for each Term.

- Term I: Comprises the months of January, February, March, April, May, June, or July of the next year. Application period: September 1st to September 30th, of the current year.
- Term II: Comprises the months of August, September, October, November or December of the next year. Application period: May 1st to May 31st of the next year.

The partner institution will obtain the following commitments from its students:

Before their departure, students will:

a) Have completed the number of sessions required by their program of studies;

b) Personally ensure that the documents required by the host country are obtained within the prescribed timeframes;

c) Register as a regular full-time student and pay their tuition fees to their home university;

d) Provide proof of medical insurance that will cover them during their stay in Chile.

During their stay at the host university, students will:

a) Comply with the regulations of this institution and of the host country (Chile);

b) Cover their own living expenses and expenses for transportation, educational materials and insurance (medical/hospitalization, personal property, civil liability, automobile, etc.) during their stay in the Host Institution;

c) Arrange to have their official transcript of marks forwarded to their Home Institution and pay any related expenses, if applicable.

Immigration formalities

Given that students will be rotating for one or two months, it will not be necessary to apply for a Student Visa. Upon arrival to the Santiago airport, students will receive a Tourist Visa that is valid for 90 days in Chile. It is important to keep the paper receipt (Tourist Visa) that immigration provides and stamps at the airport.

Students who plan to stay in Chile for more than 90 days need to apply for the Student Visa via a Chilean Consulate in Canada. http://chile.gob.cl/consulados/

For any further information, requirements or documents, the student must contact the closest Chilean Consulate in Canada. http://chile.gob.cl/consulados/

Housing in Santiago

PUC does not have university housing or any type of housing for international students. Students can review a list of houses and apartments that international students have used in the past. See the list here.

Airbnb.com has various options for shared or private apartments near the Hospital. Keep in mind that University does not assume any responsibility for these processes.

The cost of housing will always be covered by the student.
Insurance/health coverage

All students are required to obtain health insurance and send proof of insurance, including the name of the student, policy number, contact numbers of the company, referred clinical centers and dates of coverage.

Estimated monthly budget in Santiago, Chile

This estimated budget is valid for 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Estimated cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housing near the hospital (Santiago Centro)</td>
<td>Starting at $400USD a month for a shared accommodation. Private apartments are more expensive, $500 – 650 per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>The cost will be approximately $350 a month if buying food at the supermarket or at inexpensive restaurants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transportation</td>
<td>$70 a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone/internet expenses</td>
<td>$20 a month (wifi generally is included in accommodations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For information, contact
Daniel Castillo Mauna
International Cooperation Officer
ico.med@uc.cl
(56 2) 2354 2009 / (56 2) 2354 3498